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In this project I have made a bicycle to the best of my abilities. The many parts I built
include: Bike Frame, Bike Seat, Seat Post, Front Fork (holds the front tire on and connects to the
handlebar), Handlebar, Kickstand, Kickstand Holder, Pedal, Pedal Axel, Inner line tube (for the
wheels that holds the air), Tread, Rim, Break/Gear Control Lines, and the 7 Gears (that are on
the rear wheel and the middle peddle axel). The overall production included many minor
additions to these parts to reduce the complexity of the build.

This photo above was used to produce the bike frames rear wheel holder. Many
demensions were needed to produce a proper looking part in CAD.

This photo was used to produce the bike frame, kickstand, kickstand holder, and the top
and bottom forks attached to the bike frame.

To make the gears, I used the dimensions here with the built-in design table within
Solidworks.

To get accurate diameters without a caliper, I toke the circumference of all the round
objects. Then within Solidworks I just let it do the math with the conversion of pi to allow the
most accurate input.

This drawing was used for the rim and the overall dimension of the wheel size.

While making the tread for the tire I decided to produce a set of equations to produce the
number of the extruding features from the tread.

While making the tread pattern itself I used the mirror tool two times to allow for it to be
one hundred percent the same without many properties.

After the part was build I did some research, since I did not know what tires were made
of, I applied a material of Polyurethane to give it its appearance.
In conclusion, this project was challenging for me and everyone I talked to. I expected for
this to be a long project, which it turned out to be; about 25-35 hours were spent on producing
the final object. I used many new tricks that I did not know before starting the project. This I
believe has also really improved my overall school habits and was a good project to do. The bike
was a good group project (for sharing dimensions), however I think having students get in a
small group (2 to 3) and buy a model car of their choice (approved by the professor) would be a
different challenge. Allowing them to build something they like, and making a working to scale
(1/16) model of their car that they could change to life size.

